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For many years, density-functional-based calculations for the total energies of substitutionally disordered
alloys have been based upon the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent-potential approximation �KKR-CPA�.
However, as a result of the single-site nature of the KKR-CPA, such calculations do not take into account
important local environmental effects such as charge correlations �the Madelung energy� and chemical short-
range order �SRO�. Here the above approach is generalized by combining the recently developed Korringa-
Kohn-Rostoker nonlocal coherent-potential approximation with density functional theory, showing how these
effects may be systematically taken into account. As a first application of the theory, total energy calculations
for the bcc Cu50Zn50 solid solution are presented, showing how the total energy varies as a function of SRO.
The fcc Cu60Pd40 and Cu77Ni23 systems are also investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many multicomponent metallic systems first crystallize
into a solid solution and, as the temperature is lowered fur-
ther, either order or phase separate.1,2 A theory for this clas-
sic phenomenon of condensed matter physics can proceed in
three possible ways. First, there is the phenomenological ap-
proach using Landau theory; second, there is the semiphe-
nomenological approach using effective atomic potentials
and classical statistical mechanics; or third, the problem can
be tackled from first principles starting with the electrons and
positively charged atomic nuclei.2,3 These approaches can
also be mixed; for example, multibody atomic potentials can
be extracted from electronic total energy calculations for
fixed configurations,4 such procedures being the basis of
much useful work on understanding phase diagrams.2 How-
ever, here we are concerned with the third approach high-
lighted above which aims to treat the configurational statis-
tical mechanics and the many-electron problem on more or
less equal footing through to the end.3,5 Such an approach is
currently based upon the charge self-consistent Korringa-
Kohn-Rostoker coherent-potential-approximation6–10 �SCF-
KKR-CPA� description of the disordered phase. The SCF-
KKR-CPA is based on a density-functional-theory11,12 �DFT�
description of the electrons within the local density approxi-
mation �LDA� and uses the coherent-potential approxi-
mation13 �CPA� to average over the ensemble of atomic con-
figurations. It is this theory we wish to generalize by en-
abling the systematic inclusion of correlations between the
occupations of the lattice sites.

Indeed, the principle shortcoming of the SCF-KKR-CPA,
or its linear muffin-tin orbital �LMTO� derivatives,14 is the
fact that it results in the occupation variables �i being treated
as independent random variables. For a binary alloy these
take on the value 0 or 1 depending on whether the site la-
beled by i is occupied by an A or B type of atom, respec-
tively. This feature has two important and much discussed
consequences. First, the entropy contribution to the free en-

ergy is restricted to the oversimplified Bragg-Williams loga-
rithmic expression, the limitations of which are well docu-
mented by calculations using the cluster variational
method.15 Second, it forces each site, independently from the
others, to be charge neutral on the average. Thus, as has been
noted repeatedly in the literature �see, for example, Refs.
16–19�, there is no Madelung contribution to the total en-
ergy. Despite numerous past successful applications of the
SCF-KKR-CPA,20,21 there is clearly a need for further con-
ceptual development which takes into account configura-
tional correlations.

The source of the above difficulties is the single-site na-
ture of the conventional KKR-CPA �Refs. 22 and 23� in
which an atom of a given chemical type only experiences
the average effect of its environment. This automatically
implies an “isomorphous”24,25 model of the alloy in which
all atoms of a given chemical type are assumed to be iden-
tical. In reality, for a given atomic configuration every site
experiences a different environment and thus every site
should have a different charge density and potential associ-
ated with it, after which the ensemble average over all
atomic configurations should be taken. An effort to address
this problem led to the development of the polymorphous
coherent-potential approximation25–28 �PCPA� based upon
order-N methods,29–31 requiring the use of large supercells
and the single-site approximation in order to treat the Cou-
lomb effects. Other recent methods include Refs. 32 and 33.
However, an alternative way forward is provided by the re-
cent appearance of the nonlocal CPA idea34,35 and the subse-
quent development of the KKR-NLCPA,36–38 a cluster theory
which goes beyond the single-site approximation and hence
is capable of averaging over correlated ensembles, while pre-
serving the symmetries of the underlying lattice. Indeed,
based on these developments, here a charge self-consistent
SCF-KKR-NLCPA scheme is derived and presented. It is
polymorphous in the sense that, in principle, for every cluster
configuration each cluster site has a different potential asso-
ciated with it, and so the theory is able to provide a system-
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atic account of the Madelung energy. Moreover, the prob-
abilities of the various cluster configurations can be biased to
favor ordering or clustering, thus providing a description of
short-range order �SRO�.

As a final introductory remark, it is useful to clarify in
more detail what is regarded as the “exact theory” to which
the procedure derived here is an approximation. This will
also highlight some of the conceptual ideas upon which the
approach is based. First recall that the dynamics of alloy
configurations is atomic diffusion. As this is a very slow
process compared with the motion of the electrons, the
“adiabatic approximation” with respect to such diffusion is
virtually exact. Note that strain fluctuations or lattice vibra-
tions are faster than diffusion but they are still slow enough
to be treated adiabatically. Unfortunately, to do that one
should allow the atoms to be displaced from the sites of the
perfect �average� lattice positions. While the new theory to
be presented here could deal with such static
displacements,39–41 their treatment is deferred to another
publication.42 Bearing in mind the above remarks, one may
construct an exact theory by calculating the electronic grand
potential �e���i�� for each configuration ��i� and evaluating
the partition function Z for the combined electron-atom sys-
tem by summing over all configurations as follows:

Z = �
��i�

exp����e���i�� − �
i

�i�i�	 , �1�

where �i is the site-dependent chemical potential difference,
thermodynamically conjugate to the local concentration ci,
and � is the usual dimensionless inverse temperature. Then
the thermodynamic free energy F�T ,��=− 1

� ln Z when �i=�
for all i. Note that the electronic entropy associated with the
thermal production of the electron hole pairs is included in
�e���i�� which is to be calculated exactly using DFT.

The point to focus on here is that the electronic grand
potential �e���i�� is given by a self-consistent one-electron
theory and self-consistency with respect to the electronic
charge distribution needs to be achieved before the sum over
all configurations is taken. Both the SCF-KKR-CPA and the
new SCF-KKR nonlocal coherent-potential approximation
�NLCPA� make the doubly impossible tasks of calculating Z
tractable by approximating the exact DFT by the LDA,
widely used for ordered systems, and using the CPA or
NLCPA, respectively, to sum over all configurations. The
procedure is arrived at by inverting the order in which charge
self-consistency is implemented and the average taken. In the
case of the SCF-KKR-CPA, charge self-consistency is en-
forced only with respect to single-site partially averaged
charge densities �A�r� and �B�r�, such single-site partial av-
erages being the constrained average over all configurations
which leave the occupancy of a single site fixed. Remark-
ably, the free energy F is stationary with respect to �A�r� and
�B�r�,9 which is arguably the main reason for the robust re-
liability of the method. As shown later, the new SCF-KKR-
NLCPA is stationary with respect to arbitrary variations in
the partially averaged cluster charge densities ���r� which
are defined for a cluster with fixed configuration �, while the
average over the occupancy of all other sites is taken. Evi-

dently, these quantities are the direct generalizations of �A�r�
and �B�r�, this result being an attractive feature of the new
theory.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, in Secs. II A
and II B the features of the KKR-NLCPA which will be
needed in the subsequent discussion are recalled. Section
II C explains how the total energy within the KKR-NLCPA
may be derived based upon a generalized Lloyd formula. The
need for defining cluster potential matrices v��r� is described
in detail in Sec. II D, and a specific form for v��r� is chosen
in Sec. II F which enables charge correlations within the
range of the cluster to be systematically included into the
total energy expression. In Sec. II G it is shown that this
choice of potential maintains the stationary properties of
DFT, thus establishing the charge self-consistency procedure
outlined in Sec. II H. Results are given in Sec. III. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and future work discussed in Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM

A. Overview of the KKR-NLCPA

In order to go beyond an effective medium determined via
a single-site theory such as the KKR-CPA, effective correc-

tions �Ĝ�Rij� to the usual free-space KKR structure con-
stants G�Rij� must be introduced. Thus the scattering path

matrix 	̂ij for a medium describing the average motion of an
electron from site i to site j exactly is given by

	̂ij = t̂�ij + �
k�i

t̂�G�Rik� + �Ĝ�Rik��	̂kj . �2�

Here a circumflex symbol denotes an effective medium
quantity, an underscore denotes a matrix in angular momen-
tum space, and the indices i , j run over all sites in the lattice.

The effective scattering matrices are labeled by t̂, and the

effective structure constant corrections �Ĝ�Rij� take into ac-
count all nonlocal scattering correlations due to the disorder
configurations. Since the effective medium is translationally

invariant, the matrix elements 	̂ij are also given by the Bril-
louin zone integral

	̂ij =
1

�BZ



�BZ

dk�t̂−1 − G�k� − �Ĝ�k��−1eik·�Ri−Rj�. �3�

Since it is not feasible to solve the problem exactly, the key
idea, based upon concepts from the dynamical cluster ap-
proximation �DCA�,34,43,44 is to map the problem to that of a
self-consistently embedded impurity cluster problem, where
the configurationally averaged impurity cluster has periodic
boundary conditions imposed. This means that the range of
nonlocal scattering correlations included in the medium is
restricted by the size of the cluster, but significantly the full
translational symmetry of the underlying lattice is retained.
The key step is to solve the equation

1

Nc
�
Kn

eiKn·�RI−RJ� = �IJ, �4�

which, for a cluster of Nc sites with periodic boundary con-
ditions, relates the real-space cluster sites �I ,J� �denoted by
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capital letters� and the corresponding set of “cluster mo-
menta” �Kn� with n=1, . . . ,Nc. The real-space cluster sites
must be chosen so that they can be surrounded by a “tile”34

which can be periodically repeated to fill out all space, in
analogy to the conventional Wigner-Seitz cell used to sur-
round a single site. The cluster momenta will correspond-
ingly be centred at a set of Nc reciprocal-space tiles which
divide up the first Brillouin zone of the lattice. However, as
explained in Ref. 34, the principal lattice vectors of the cho-
sen tiles must point along a high symmetry direction of the
real lattice. This is to ensure that equivalent momenta lie in
the same tile �when following the coarse-graining procedure
outlined below�, thus preserving the point-group symmetry
of the underlying lattice. This restricts the allowed values of
Nc for any given lattice. Full details of the general method
for solving Eq. �4�, including diagrams of the tiling and val-
ues of Nc, RI, and Kn for the commonly encountered bcc and
fcc lattices, are given in Refs. 36–38.

We are now in a position to map the cluster problem to
the lattice, which will first be done in reciprocal space. This

is achieved by approximating �Ĝ�k� of Eq. �3� within each

of the Nc tiles by the Nc “coarse-grained” values ��Ĝ�Kn��,
each defined to be the average of �Ĝ�k� over the tile cen-
tered at Kn. Then by using Eq. �4� we have

�Ĝ�RIJ� =
1

Nc
�
Kn

�Ĝ�Kn�eiKn·�RI−RJ�,

�Ĝ�Kn� = �
J�I

�Ĝ�RIJ�e−iKn·�RI−RJ�. �5�

Note that �Ĝ�RIJ� remains a translationally invariant quan-
tity which depends only on the distance between sites I and
J, now within the range of the cluster size, but independent
of which site in the lattice is chosen to be site I. The scatter-
ing path matrix may now be represented by the set of coarse-
grained values

	̂�Kn� =
Nc

�BZ



�Kn

dk�t̂−1 − G�k� − �Ĝ�Kn��−1, �6�

which are straightforward to calculate since �Ĝ�Kn� is con-
stant within each tile �Kn

. Using Eq. �4�, the scattering path
matrix at the cluster sites becomes

	̂IJ =
1

�BZ
�
Kn
�


�Kn

dk�t̂−1 − G�k� − �Ĝ�Kn��−1	

 eiKn·�RI−RJ�. �7�

The final step is to determine the medium by generalizing
the KKR-CPA argument in real space. First note that for
paths starting and ending on the sites of the chosen cluster,
Eq. �2� may be rearranged in the form

	̂IJ = t̂cl
IJ + �

K,L
t̂cl
IK�̂KL	̂LJ, �8�

where the effective cluster t matrix is defined by

t̂cl
IJ = t̂I�IJ + �

K

t̂I�G�RIK� + �Ĝ�RIK��t̂cl
KJ �9�

and describes all scattering within the cluster, while the clus-

ter renormalized interactor45,46 or cavity propagator �̂IJ de-

scribes all scattering outside of the cluster. Since �̂IJ de-
scribes the medium outside and is independent of the
contents of the cluster, it may be used to define the impurity
cluster path matrix

	�
IJ = tcl,�

IJ + �
K,L

tcl,�
IK �̂KL	�

LJ, �10�

where the impurity cluster t matrix is defined by

tcl,�
IJ = t�

I �IJ + �
K

t�
I G�RIK�tcl,�

KJ �11�

for a fixed impurity cluster configuration �. In other words,
the effective cluster has simply been replaced by an “impu-
rity” cluster of real t matrices with configuration � and free-
space structure constants “embedded” in the �still undeter-
mined� effective medium. The KKR-NLCPA self-
consistency condition demands that there be no additional
scattering from the cluster on the average—i.e.,

�
�

P�	�
IJ = 	̂IJ, �12�

where P� is the probability of configuration � occurring. The
effective medium t matrices and structure constant correc-
tions are thus determined from a self-consistent solution of
Eqs. �7� and �12�. An example algorithm is given in Refs. 36
and 37. Note that the cluster probabilities depend on the SRO
parameter �—i.e., P�= P���� and so SRO may be included
by appropriately weighting the configurations in Eq. �12�
provided that translational invariance is preserved. Finally
note that the KKR-NLCPA formalism reduces to the KKR-
CPA for Nc=1 and becomes exact as Nc→.

B. Calculating properties

As a generalization of the approach adopted by Faulkner
and Stocks47 for calculating properties within the conven-
tional KKR-CPA, observe that one may formally write down
an expression for the exact cluster restricted-average
Green’s function—i.e., the Green’s function for which a
cluster of configuration � is kept fixed, but the average is
taken over all possible configurations outside. This is given
by

�G=�r,r�,E��� = Z=��r,E��	=�E���Z=��r�,E� − Z=��r,E�J=��r�,E��IJ,

�13�

where the double underscore denotes a matrix in both the
cluster-site and angular momentum index, and r ,r� can lie
anywhere within the cluster. The matrices Z=� and J=� are di-
agonal in the cluster-site index, and for a fixed cluster con-
figuration � they have site-matrix elements given by the
regular and irregular solutions, respectively, of the single-site
problem at that site. As an example, for a two-site cluster of
configuration �=AB with A at I and B at J, we have
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Z=��r,E� = ZA�rI,E� 0

0 ZB�rJ,E� � ,

J=��r,E� = JA�rI,E� 0

0 JB�rJ,E� � , �14�

where rI implies that r is restricted to lie within site I and is
measured from the nuclear position RI. Similarly rJ is re-
stricted to lie within site J and is measured from RJ. Adopt-
ing this notation, a site-matrix element of Eq. �13� is given
by

�G�rI,rJ�,E��� = Z��rI,E��	IJ�E���Z��rJ�,E�

− Z��rI,E�J��rJ�,E��IJ, �15�

where a single underscore denotes a matrix in the angular
momentum index only.

Within the KKR-NLCPA, for each cluster configuration �
the exact cluster restricted average is approximated by using
an impurity cluster of configuration � embedded in the KKR-
NLCPA effective medium. In other words, Eq. �15� becomes

G��rI,rJ�,E� = Z��rI,E�	�
IJZ��rJ�,E� − Z��rI,E�J��rJ�,E��IJ,

�16�

where 	�
IJ is the impurity cluster path matrix given by Eq.

�10�. Let us now restrict the discussion to the calculation of
site-diagonal properties only. For a fixed cluster configura-
tion �, the component density of states �DOS� and compo-
nent charge density measured at any particular cluster site I
are given by the expressions

n�
I �E� = −

1

�
Im
 drI�

LL�

�G��rI,rI,E��LL�, �17�

���rI� = −
1

�
Im


−

�

dE�
LL�

�G��rI,rI,E��LL�, �18�

respectively. The total configurationally averaged DOS and
charge density per site are simply given by

n̄�E� = �
�

P�n�
I �E� , �19�

�̄�rI� = �
�

P����rI� , �20�

respectively, where P� is the probability of configuration �
occurring and any site I in the cluster may be chosen since
all sites are equivalent on the average. The integral over rI
above can be taken over the conventional unit cell at site I.
This is because, through symmetry, the space enclosed by the
conventional Wigner-Seitz cells surrounding the cluster sites
is equivalent to that enclosed by the “tile” used to define the
cluster as described in the previous section.

C. Total energy within the KKR-NLCPA

By integrating Maxwell’s relation N=−��� /��� for a
fixed configuration where N is the number of electrons, it can

be shown that the fundamental equation for the configura-
tionally averaged electronic grand potential is given by8,9

�̄ = �N̄��,�� − 

−

�

dEN̄�E,�� + 

−

�

d��

−

��
dE

�N̄�E,���
���

,

�21�

where N̄ is the configurationally averaged integrated density
of states per site at constant temperature and volume, and �
is the electronic chemical potential. Adding the energy of the

ion-ion interactions to �̄ gives the total internal energy of the
system. The significance of the above equation is that only

an approximation for N̄ is required, albeit for all values of �,
and in the case of the KKR-CPA this is readily obtained from
the KKR-CPA Lloyd formula.48,49 Similarly, in order to de-
rive an electronic grand potential � within the KKR-

NLCPA, we need an expression for N̄ and its variation with

respect to the chemical potential �N̄ /��. Within the KKR-

NLCPA, it can be straightforwardly shown that N̄ is given by
the generalized Lloyd formula

N̄�E,�� = N0�E� −
1

�

1

�BZ


Im�
Kn



�Kn

dk ln�t̂−1 − �Ĝ�Kn� − G�k���
−

1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� ln�	=�
−1� − ln�	̂

=

−1�� , �22�

where t̂−1 and �Ĝ�Kn� are the effective medium single-site
scattering t-matrix and reciprocal-space structure constant
corrections, respectively, G�k� are the free-space structure
constants, Nc is the number of sites in the cluster, and N0 is
the free-electron contribution. The determinants in the final
term are over both the angular momentum and cluster-site
indices. By combining Eqs. �8� and �10�, the impurity and
effective cluster scattering path matrices 	=� and 	̂

=
, are related

by

	=�
−1 = t=cl,�

−1 − t̂
=cl
−1 + 	̂

=

−1, �23�

where t̂
=cl and t=cl,� are the effective and impurity cluster t

matrices given by Eqs. �9� and �11�, respectively.

The aim is now to evaluate dN̄ /d� and hence obtain an
expression for the electronic grand potential within the
KKR-NLCPA. As a consequence of the general form of the
KKR-NLCPA Lloyd formula above, central to the derivation
will be the cluster potential and cluster charge density ma-
trices as described in the next section.

D. Cluster potentials and cluster component charge densities

As detailed in Sec. II B, in the KKR-NLCPA we may
calculate cluster component densities of states and cluster
component charge densities measured at any particular clus-
ter site, as given by Eqs. �17� and �18�, respectively. These
should be viewed as approximations to the corresponding
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exact cluster restricted-average quantities. They are calcu-
lated by first determining the effective medium using a clus-
ter of size Nc and then reembedding the appropriate impurity
cluster configuration back into the medium. We may pick
any cluster site—say, I—and measure the DOS or charge
density at that site using the impurity cluster path matrix 	�

II,
where � is the configuration of the cluster. Clearly, when site
I is, say, an A site, the component DOS and charge density
measured at site I will be different depending on the remain-
ing configuration of the cluster �see the results in Ref. 38�.
This is a direct consequence of the fact that 	�

II contains
information about the local environment surrounding site I
for the fixed configuration �.

Next recall that in the conventional single-site KKR-CPA,
single-site potentials may be defined in terms of the single-
site component charge densities.6–8 In order to proceed fur-
ther in deriving the electronic grand potential and obtaining
self-consistent potentials within the KKR-NLCPA, we need
to define a set of cluster potentials in terms of the set of
cluster component charge densities �the precise relation will
be given later in Sec. II F�. From the discussion above, it is
clear that for a fixed configuration �, each of the Nc sites will
in principle have a different potential associated with them.
In other words, the Kohn-Sham equation will in principle
need to be solved 2Nc 
Nc times for a binary alloy.

In the interest of clarity we now introduce the following
notation. By measuring the cluster component charge density
via Eq. �18� at each site in the cluster, we may define the
cluster component charge density matrix ���r� such that

����r��II = ���rI� ,

where as usual rI implies that r restricted to lie within site I
and is measured from the nuclear position RI. Similarly, we
introduce the cluster potential matrix v��r� with site matrix
elements

�v��r��II = v��rI� .

As an example, for the simple case of a two-site cluster for a
binary alloy we will have 22=4 cluster potential and cluster
component charge density matrices and will have 22
2=8
distinct single-site potentials. For the configuration �= �AB�
we have

v��r� = vAB�rI� 0

0 vAB�rJ�
� ,

���r� = �AB�rI� 0

0 �AB�rJ�
� .

Although the potentials are single-site quantities, it is still
necessary to include the full configuration label. This is be-
cause although, for example, vAB�rJ� is a “B” site, vAB�rJ� is
not the same single-site potential as vBB�rJ�. The same nota-
tion must also be applied to the corresponding wave func-
tions and cluster t matrices when attempting to obtain self-
consistent potentials; i.e., Eq. �14� becomes

Z=� = ZAB�rI,E� 0

0 ZAB�rJ,E� �
and the cluster t matrix becomes

t=cl,� =  tAB
I G�RIJ�

G�RJI� tAB
J �

for �= �AB�.

E. Electronic grand potential

Using the cluster component charge densities and cluster
potentials described in the previous section together with Eq.

�22�, it is now possible to derive an expression for dN̄ /d��,
as shown in Appendix B. Having done this, Eq. �21� be-
comes

�̄ = �N̄��,�� − 

−

�

dEN̄�E,��

−
1

Nc



−

�

d���
�

P��
I
�
 drI���rI,���

�v��rI,���
���

	 .

�24�

By performing the integration with respect to �� by parts, an
expression for the electronic grand potential in terms of po-
tentials and electronic charge densities is obtained in the
form

�̄ = �N̄��,�� − 

−

�

dEN̄�E,��

−
1

Nc
�
�

P��
I
�
 drI���rI,��v��rI,��	

+
1

Nc



−

�

d���
�

P��
I
�
 drIv��rI,���

d���rI,���
d��

	 .

�25�

This is the cluster generalization of Eq. �9� in Ref. 9. In the
next section a specific form for v��r� is chosen. In particular
it is shown that this choice enables charge correlations within
the range of the cluster to be systematically included in the
total energy expression. Furthermore, it will subsequently be
shown that this choice of potential maintains the stationary
properties of DFT, thus establishing the charge self-
consistency procedure outlined in Sec. II H.

F. Choice of local potential: Systematic inclusion of charge
correlations

For a particular cluster configuration �, we choose the
cluster potential v��r� within a cluster site I to take the form
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v��rI� = �
J

 drJ�

���rJ��
�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

− �
J

Z�
J

�rI + RIJ�

+ �
n�C


 drn�
�̄�rn��

�rI − rn� + RIn�
− �

n�C

Z̄n

�rI + RIn�

+ v�
xc����rI�� , �26�

where the sums in the first two terms are over all sites J
�including J= I� belonging to the cluster and the sums in the
third and fourth terms are over all sites n outside of the
cluster. Notation has been introduced such that the nuclear
charge on a cluster site I for the fixed cluster configuration �
is labeled as Z�

I . The average charge and nuclear densities
placed on all sites outside the cluster are given by

�̄�rn� =
1

Nc
�

I
�
�

P����rI� = �
�

P����rI� , �27�

Z̄n =
1

Nc
�

I
�
�

P�Z�
I = �

�

P�Z�
I . �28�

Here the sum over all cluster sites I may be removed since
all sites are equivalent after averaging over all cluster con-
figurations, a consequence of translational invariance �see
Appendix E�.

In Eq. �26�, the first and second terms represent the elec-
tronic and nuclear Coulomb contribution, respectively, at rI
from each site in the cluster for the fixed configuration �.
The third and fourth terms represent the average electronic
and nuclear contribution from all sites outside of the impu-
rity cluster. Although each site is neutral on the average due
to translational invariance �but not independently from the

other sites as in the KKR-CPA�, we have �drn�̄�rn�− Z̄n=0.
However, these terms should still be included as there is in
general a multipole contribution arising from them. The final
term represents the exchange correlation potential11,12 at rI,
given that the impurity cluster configuration is �.

Now inserting Eq. �26� into the final term of Eq. �25� and
performing the integration with respect to �� by parts �see
Appendix C� leads to the expression for the electronic grand
potential in the form

�̄ = �N̄��,�� − 

−

�

dEN̄�E,��

−
1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

 drI���rI,��v��rI,��

+
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I,J


 drI���rI� 
 drJ����rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

−
1

Nc
�
�

P��
I,J


 drI���rI�Z�
J

�rI + RIJ�

+
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

�
n�C


 drI���rI� 
 drn��̄�rn��

�rI − rn� + RIn�

−
1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

�
n�C


 drI���rI�Z̄n

�rI + RIn�

+
1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

 drI���rI�v�

xc����rI�� . �29�

In the above expression the first three terms represent the
configurationally averaged kinetic energy. It can be seen that
the fourth and fifth terms involve Coulomb interactions be-
tween all cluster sites for each fixed impurity configuration �
resulting from the fact that there will be a net �and different�
overall charge on each cluster site. After the average over all
configurations � is taken, charge neutrality will be restored;
however, we have gained an energy contribution

�̄�4,5� =
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I,J


 drI���rI��
 drJ����rJ�� − 2Z�
J�

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
.

�30�

The off-diagonal part of Eq. �30� above �i.e., when J� I�
arises from charge correlations between the cluster sites,
such terms being absent in the conventional single-site KKR-
CPA expression. An estimate of the Madelung contribution to
the total internal energy per site, which is missing in the
single-site KKR-CPA,16–19 may therefore be calculated by
excluding the J= I terms from the above summation, yielding

EM =
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P� �
I,J�I


 drI���rI��
 drJ����rJ�� − 2Z�
J�

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
. �31�

The sixth and seventh terms in Eq. �29� represent the contri-
butions from the average electronic and nuclear charges out-
side the cluster. The last term is the exchange-correlation
energy.11,12 Finally, it is important to appreciate that charge
neutrality will always be restored after averaging over all the
cluster configurations since the SCF-KKR-NLCPA is, by
construction, a translationally invariant theory. Indeed, Ap-
pendix E explains how translational invariance may be used
to rewrite Eq. �29� in a simplified form.

It is also worth pointing out that earlier methods50,51 to
include charge-transfer effects by attempting to correct the
SCF-KKR-CPA results within the single-site framework do
not provide a satisfactory treatment of the electrostatic
energy.52 However, the treatment presented above is a natural
and systematic way of bridging the gap between the SCF-
KKR-CPA and the exact result.

G. Stationary properties

In DFT for usual systems the total energy or � is a func-
tional of the charge density and, furthermore, is stationary
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with respect to the ground-state charge density with the con-
dition that the number of particles, N, is kept constant. The
total energy within the KKR-CPA maintains this variational
property since � is stationary with respect to the partially
averaged charge densities ���r�, where � is the atomic

species—i.e., ���−�N̄� /����r�=0.9

It is desirable that the total energy within the KKR-
NLCPA be variational. This is shown to be the case in Ap-

pendix D, where it is proven that ���−�N̄� /�(���rI�)=0 for
each cluster configuration � where rI is a point within any
cluster site I. This variational property arises from the com-
bined effects of the variational properties of DFT and the
KKR-NLCPA, and establishes the charge self-consistency
procedure outlined in Sec. II H.

H. Charge self-consistency

It is now appropriate to summarize the steps involved in
obtaining charge self-consistency.

�i� Begin with an appropriate guess for the set of 2Nc

cluster potential matrices v��r�.
�ii� Calculate the corresponding cluster t matrices and

use the KKR-NLCPA to determine the effective medium.
�iii� Calculate the site-diagonal part of the partially av-

eraged cluster Green’s functions G=��r ,r� and from these cal-
culate the corresponding partially averaged cluster charge
densities ���r�.

�iv� Using the charge densities above, reconstruct
new cluster potentials v��r�. For a particular configuration
�, this is given by Eq. �26� for r lying within site I. This
needs to be calculated for each I with I=1, . . . ,Nc for the
configuration �.

�v� Compare with the previous cluster potentials and
iterate to self-consistency.

To clarify the above rather complex procedure, the simple
example of a binary alloy with Nc=2 is considered explicitly
in Appendix F.

III. RESULTS

As a first illustration of the new SCF-KKR-NLCPA
theory, results are presented here for the CuZn, CuPd and
CuNi systems. Note that the SCF-KKR-NLCPA derivation
presented in this paper has not made any assumption about
the particular form for the local potentials. The calculations
presented here use a full charge approximation approach �see
Ref. 53, except that we use Voronoi cell geometry instead of
the atomic sphere approximation �ASA� for the charge den-
sity and the effective potential as implemented in, for ex-
ample, Ref. 54�. In order to obtain accurate total energies, the
Lloyd formula must be used to calculate the integrated DOS
and determine the Fermi level. By manipulating Eq. �22�, we
use a generalization of the form introduced in Ref. 55. De-
tails of manipulating the equations for the local potentials
Eq. �26� and grand potential Eq. �29� into a tractable form
are given in Appendix G. The resulting expressions are
implemented here within the scheme introduced in Ref. 56.

A. Cu50Zn50 (bcc)

A detailed investigation of the effects of SRO on the DOS
of the Cu50Zn50 system using the �non-SCF� KKR-NLCPA
with Nc=2 has been carried out in Ref. 38. However, the
calculations of Ref. 38 used potentials from an SCF-KKR-
CPA calculation; in other words, it was not possible to en-
force charge self-consistency with respect to the KKR-
NLCPA medium. This means there was only a one-
component Cu and one-component Zn potential, and so the
effects of charge transfer between the cluster sites were ne-
glected. Furthermore, only the effects of SRO on the band
energy could in principle be investigated. In contrast, using
the new SCF-KKR-NLCPA theory, full total energy calcula-
tions may now be performed which take into account SRO.
In the case of Cu50Zn50 with Nc=2, we now have two distinct
Cu and two distinct Zn potentials, each with either a Cu or
Zn neighbor. Possible charge transfer is therefore take into
account, and we also have a Madelung contribution to the
total energy.

First let us consider the case of �=0—i.e., no SRO. In
order for accurate comparisons to be made, Fig. 1�a� shows a
repeat of the Nc=2 non-SCF KKR-NLCPA DOS calculation
for Cu50Zn50 first given in Ref. 38 but using the full charge
density approximation for the local potentials and an energy
contour with 5 mRy imaginary part. First note that there is
little observable difference in the total DOS compared with
the SCF-KKR-CPA calculation given in the same figure. This
is expected as the size of the cluster is very small, and the
difference due to the nonlocal scattering correlations shows
up in detail only on a scale of ±1 state/atom/Ry �see the
diagram in Ref. 38�. Nevertheless, in a dramatic departure
from the conventional SCF-KKR-CPA calculation where
only single-site Cu and Zn components exist, here the com-
ponent contributions from the four possible cluster configu-
rations are apparent. The component plots here are the DOS
measured at the first cluster site �using Eq. �17�� when a
particular cluster configuration is “embedded” in the KKR-
NLCPA medium, which is the Cu site for the Cu–Cu and
Cu–Zn configurations and the Zn site for the Zn–Cu and
Zn–Zn configurations. Crucially, owing to the translational
invariance of the KKR-NLCPA medium as described earlier,
measurement at the second site gives the same results with a
simple reversal of the labels of the Cu–Zn and Zn–Cu com-
ponents �see Eq. �F1��. Figure 1�b� shows a new SCF-KKR-
NLCPA calculation for the same system with �=0. It is clear
that there is now an observable difference between the total
DOS results using the SCF-KKR-NLCPA compared to the
SCF-KKR-CPA. This difference is plotted in Fig. 1�c� and
integrates to zero since there are the same number of elec-
trons �11.5� per site in both cases �the Fermi level has been
subtracted separately for each total DOS plot in Fig. 1�. As
can be seen by examining the corresponding component
DOS plots, this difference arises from charge transfer be-
tween the cluster sites at certain energy regions. Here the
energy regions in which this occurs are well separated since
Cu50Zn50 is in the “split-band” regime. For example, for the
peaks centered at approximately −0.2 Ry, the difference be-
tween the Cu–Cu and Cu–Zn components increases; i.e.,
they become more unlike each other. Similarly, for the peaks
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centered at approximately −0.15 Ry, the Zn–Cu and Zn–Zn
components become more unlike each other, all as a result of
charge transfer.

Now let us consider the total energy of the system. Figure
4�c�, below, shows that there is an overall lowering of the
total energy �of order 0.28 mRy� calculated using the SCF-
KKR-NLCPA for �=0.0 compared with the SCF-KKR-CPA
calculation. The Madelung contribution to the total energy
calculated via Eq. �31� or Eq. �E2� is −2.41 mRy. This com-
pares favorably with values of −2.5 mRy and −2.67 mRy
previously obtained using large supercell calculations in

Refs. 31 and 57, respectively. Of course, the reason why the
difference in the total energy is much smaller is that changes
in the potential contribution to the total energy are largely
compensated for by corresponding changes in the kinetic
contribution when the Madelung term is included in such
self-consistent calculations, as is evident from Fig. 1�b�.

Now we introduce the nearest-neighbor SRO parameter �
such that the cluster probabilities P� are weighted throughout
the calculation as follows:

PCuCu = PCuPCu + �/4,

PCuZn = PCuPZn − �/4,

PZnCu = PZnPCu − �/4,

PZnZn = PZnPZn + �/4.

Here PCu= PZn=0.5 and so � may take values in the range
−1��� +1 where −1, 0, and +1 correspond to ideal order-
ing, complete randomness, and ideal clustering, respectively.
Figures 2�d�–2�f� and Figs. 3�d�–3�f� show SCF-KKR-
NLCPA calculations with Nc=2 for a selection of values of �
decreasing from 0 to −1. For comparison, the corresponding
�non-SCF� KKR-NLCPA results first given in Ref. 38 are
shown in Figs. 2�a�–2�c� and Figs. 3�a�–3�c�. As � decreases,
the components of the total DOS due to like pairs decreases
while that due to unlike pairs increases. The DOS has an
increasing resemblance to that of the ordered Cu50Zn50 inter-
metallic compound �see the figure in Ref. 38� for both sets of
results. Again differences are apparent between the non-SCF
and SCF plots. In particular we see an increasing difference
between the Cu–Cu and Cu–Zn components and between
the Zn–Cu and Zn–Zn components for the SCF calculations
as a result of charge transfer, and the bands are also closer
together compared to the non-SCF calculations, further re-
sembling the ordered calculation.

The fact that using the SCF-KKR-NLCPA means we now
have two different Cu potentials and two different Zn poten-
tials may be explicitly illustrated by demonstrating that there
is a doubling of the core levels calculated using the conven-
tional SCF-KKR-CPA. As an example, Fig. 4�a� shows that
the 3p Cu core level is split into two levels at �=0, each
resulting from the fact that the Cu site now explicitly has
either a Cu or a Zn neighbor. Similarly, Fig. 4�b� shows that
the 3p Zn core level is split into two levels since the Zn site
now explicitly has either a Cu or a Zn neighbor. Clearly, it
would be of interest to observe such doubling of the core
levels using photoelectron spectroscopy.58 It is also interest-
ing to observe that the 3p core levels are also influenced by
SRO, as shown in the same figures.

Finally let us consider the effects of SRO on the total
energy of the system.30 Since Cu50Zn50 is known to order
into an intermetallic compound of B2 symmetry at the tran-
sition temperature Tc, we would expect the total energy to be
lower for negative values of �, corresponding to short-range
ordering. Figure 4�c� shows SCF-KKR-NLCPA calculations
with Nc=2 for the total energy plotted as a function of SRO.
Reassuringly, it can be seen that the total energy is indeed
lowered as � decreases. Furthermore, the relationship be-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Total average DOS for disordered bcc
Cu50Zn50 using both the SCF-KKR-CPA and the KKR-NLCPA
�non-SCF� with Nc=2. Also shown are the contributions from the
four possible cluster configurations measured at the first site—i.e.,
Cu for Cu–Cu, Cu–Zn and Zn for Zn–Cu, Zn–Zn. �Owing to trans-
lational invariance, measurement at the second site would give the
same results with a simple reversal of the labels.� �b� Same as above
but using the new self-consistent-field �SCF�-KKR-NLCPA. �c�
Plot of the difference between the total SCF-KKR-CPA and total
SCF-KKR-NLCPA results.
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tween the total energy and SRO parameter is shown in this
case to be linear.

However, it should be stressed that the SCF-KKR-
NLCPA is a theory of the electronic structure for a given
ensemble of alloy configurations and is not a theory for what
configurations actually occur in practice. For example, the
extreme case corresponding to �=−1.0 as defined above
means that only unlike pairs are included in the Nc=2 cluster
ensemble, a situation which would never occur in a real dis-
ordered alloy. Nevertheless, for the extreme case �=−1.0, it
can be seen that the total energy is lowered by 1.1 mRy,
which would correspond to a lowering of Tc of roughly
250 K. This is useful as a crude order-of-magnitude estimate
as to an upper bound on the possible lowering of Tc that
could occur as a consequence of including nearest-neighbor
SRO. The actual favored amount of SRO at a given tempera-
ture above Tc would need to be found by minimizing the
corresponding free energy with respect to the SRO parameter

�. This requires an expression for the configurational entropy
term for the cluster with SRO �see Sec. IV�.

B. Cu60Pd40 (fcc)

To test the ability of the SCF-KKR-NLCPA to capture the
Madelung contribution to the total energy missing in the con-
ventional SCF-KKR-CPA, we have studied the fcc Cu60Pd40
system, where the effect is expected to be larger than with
the Cu50Zn50 system studied above. Figure 5�a� shows a
SCF-KKR-NLCPA calculation with Nc=4 for the total DOS
of the fcc Cu60Pd40 system, together with the conventional
SCF-KKR-CPA results. The difference in the total DOS us-
ing the SCF-KKR-NLCPA compared to the SCF-KKR-CPA
is shown in Fig. 5�b�. We find that the Madelung contribution
to the total energy calculated from Eq. �31� is −4.89 mRy.
This is to be compared with the value of −6.8 mRy obtained
in Ref. 57 using a large supercell calculation. Thus the SCF-

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a�–�c� KKR-NLCPA �non-SCF� Nc=2 DOS calculations for disordered bcc Cu50Zn50 with decreasing values of
the SRO parameter �, corresponding to short-range ordering. �d�–�f� Same as �a�–�c� but using the new SCF-KKR-NLCPA.
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KKR-NLCPA captures just over 2 /3 of the Madelung energy
for this system with Nc=4. However, it is clear that an in-
vestigation of the convergence of the theory with respect to
cluster size should be carried out �see Sec. IV�.

C. Cu77Ni23 (fcc)

To illustrate the effect of SRO on an fcc system, calcula-
tions are presented here for the much-studied Cu77Ni23
alloy.23 First, Fig. 5�c� shows total DOS calculations using
the SCF-KKR-NLCPA with Nc=4 and �=0 �i.e., no SRO�.
While the difference in the total DOS compared to the con-
ventional SCF-KKR-CPA result shown in the same figure is
small, it is interesting to observe the component contribu-
tions to the total DOS from the 24 cluster configurations.
Next we introduce the nearest-neighbor SRO parameter �
such that the cluster probabilities P� are weighted throughout
the calculation as follows:

PAAAA = PAPAPAPA + C� ,

PAAAB = PAABA = PABAA = PAPAPAPB,

PAABB = PABAB = PABBA = PAPAPBPB − C�/3,

PABBB = PAPBPBPB,

PBAAA = PBPAPAPA,

PBAAB = PBABA = PBBAA = PBPAPAPB − C�/3,

PBABB = PBBAB = PBBBA = PBPAPBPB,

PBBBB = PBPBPBPB + C� ,

where C=3�PA�2�PB�2 �here A=Cu and B=Ni�. This means
that � can take values in the range −D��� +1 where D is

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a�–�c� Further KKR-NLCPA �non-SCF� Nc=2 DOS calculations for disordered bcc Cu50Zn50 with decreasing
values of the SRO parameter �, corresponding to short-range ordering. �d�–�f� Same as �a�–�c� but using the new SCF-KKR-NLCPA.
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the smaller of �PA�4 /C and �PB�4 /C. Negative values of �
correspond to short-range ordering, and positive values of �
correspond to short-range clustering. �The above distribution
is based on the number of like and unlike pairs that exist for
each cluster configuration. For example, components with
three like and one unlike atoms are unaffected by SRO since
the number of like and unlike pairs are equal in this case.�
Since Cu77Ni23 is a clustering system, Fig. 5�d� shows the
same SCF-KKR-NLCPA calculation as Fig. 5�c� but with
�= +1.0, corresponding to ideal short-range clustering. The
difference in the total DOS between the SCF-KKR-NLCPA
and SCF-KKR-CPA calculations has greatly increased. In

particular the trough at approximately −0.1 Ry has deepened,
as observed in photoemission expermients.23 While the peak
in the total DOS centered at approximately −0.05 Ry ob-
served in photoemission experiments is not observed here,
we do see its possible origin in the form of the all-Ni cluster
component which has increased in magnitude and peaks at
this energy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has continued the development of the nonlocal
KKR-CPA �KKR-NLCPA� method36–38 for studying the elec-
tronic properties of disordered metallic alloys in the presence
of SRO. Namely, a detailed description has been given and
the first implementation reported of a fully self-consistent
version of the procedure, which we refer to as the SCF-
KKR-NLCPA. The power of the approach has been illus-
trated by explicit calculations for the Cu50Zn50, Cu60Pd40,
and Cu77Ni23 systems.

The theory is unique and systematic since there are a
unique set of allowed cluster sizes ranging from Nc=1 to
Nc= for any given lattice. The SCF-KKR-NLCPA reduces
to the conventional SCF-KKR-CPA for Nc=1 and becomes
exact �within the LDA� as Nc→. In terms of computational
cost, note that the SCF-KKR-NLCPA Brillouin zone integra-
tion does not scale as the cluster size increases, and like the
conventional SCF-KKR-CPA, the integration may be carried
out over the irreducible wedge corresponding to the chosen
real-space tiling. For calculations with cluster sizes of Nc
=2 and Nc=4 as presented here, there is therefore hardly any
increase in computational cost over the conventional SCF-
KKR-CPA method. Moreover, calculations with such cluster
sizes are, for example, able to model the effects of nearest-
neighbor SRO and are able to capture a large fraction of the
Madelung energy for the systems studied here. However, cal-
culations for larger cluster sizes will be computationally very
demanding due to the 2Nc real-space cluster configurations.
Although the impurity cluster path matrices for each con-
figuration are independent of each other and so the calcula-
tions could be run on parallel machines, it will clearly be
necessary to use symmetry and importance sampling to
greatly reduce the number of configurations. We intend to
attempt such calculations and examine the convergence of
the method with respect to cluster size in a future publica-
tion.

Finally, there is a fairly obvious general comment to be
made with regard to the outlook for further progress based
on the SCF-KKR-NLCPA. Clearly the cluster probabilities
�P�� used to calculate the total energy or electronic grand
potential specify the corresponding cluster configurational
entropy. These probabilities, which include a specification of
SRO, may therefore be determined by constructing the ap-
propriate free energy and minimizing it with respect to them.
Evidently, such a procedure would amount to a fully first-
principles cluster variational method15 which can be ex-
pected to yield reliable alloy phase diagrams. Significantly,
similar comments apply if, instead of concentration fluctua-
tions as above, we are dealing with spin,59 strain,41 or va-
lency fluctuations.54

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� SCF-KKR-NLCPA calculation for bcc
Cu50Zn50 with Nc=2 showing the core 3p levels for the Cu–Cu and
Cu–Zn components, plotted as a function of SRO. The lower figure
shows the variation in the difference between the Cu–Cu and
Cu–Zn components as a function of SRO. �b� Same as �a� but for
the Zn–Cu and Zn–Zn components. �c� Plot of the total energy as
a function of SRO for bcc Cu50Zn50 using the SCF-KKR-NLCPA
with Nc=2. The conventional SCF-KKR-CPA result is also shown.
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APPENDIX A: KKR-NLCPA LLOYD FORMULA—PROOF
OF STATIONARITY

We begin from the expression for the KKR-NLCPA Lloyd
formula, Eqs. �22� and �23�. First, note that Eq. �23� can be
rewritten in the form

	=�
−1 = t=�

−1 − t̂
=

−1 + �Ĝ
=

+ 	̂
=

−1, �A1�

where t=� and t̂
=

are diagonal in the cluster-site index. In other
words, t=� is a supermatrix comprised of a cluster configura-
tion � of single-site scattering matrices t� along its diagonal,
where � is the atomic species. Using the relation ln�det A=�
=trItrL�ln A=� where A= is a supermatrix in the cluster-site and
angular momentum index, Eq. �22� may be rewritten as

N̄�E� = N̄1 + N̄2, �A2�

where

N̄1 = N0�E� −
1

�

1

�BZ
Im�

Kn



�Kn

dk trL


ln�t̂−1 − �Ĝ�Kn� − G�k�� �A3�

and

N̄2 = −
1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� trI trL�ln 	=�
−1 − ln 	̂

=

−1� . �A4�

First let us consider the variation with respect to the effective
inverse cluster t matrix t̂−1. Now,

��N̄1�

�t̂−1
= −

1

�

1

�BZ
Im�

Kn



�Kn

dk trL�t̂−1 − �Ĝ�Kn� − G�k��−1

= −
1

�
Im trL

1

Nc
�
Kn

	̂�Kn�

= −
1

�
Im trL 	̂II

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� SCF-KKR-NLCPA total DOS calculation with Nc=4 for fcc Cu60Pd40. Also shown are the non-SCF KKR-
NLCPA and conventional SCF-KKR-CPA results. �b� Plot of the difference between the total SCF-KKR-NLCPA and SCF-KKR-CPA results
shown in �a�. �c� SCF-KKR-NLCPA total DOS calculation with Nc=4 for fcc Cu77Ni23 along with the component contributions from the 24

cluster configurations measured on the first labeled site. �Owing to translational invariance, measurement at any other cluster site would give
the same results with a simple permutation of the labels.� Here A=Cu and B=Ni and components that are equivalent due to symmetry have
been added together. The total SCF-KKR-CPA result is also shown. �d� Same as �c� but with �= +1.0, corresponding to ideal short-range
clustering.
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= −
1

�Nc
Im trI trL	̂

=
, �A5�

since 	̂
=

is a translationally invariant quantity. Also,

��N̄2�

�t̂−1
= −

1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� trI trL�	=�

�

�t̂−1
�	=�

−1� − 	̂
=

�

�t̂−1
�	̂
=
�	

= −
1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� trI trL�	=�

�

�t̂−1
�t=�

−1 − t̂
=

−1

+ �Ĝ
=

+ 	̂
=

− 	̂
=
�	

= −
1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� trI trL�− 	=��

= +
1

�Nc
Im trI trL	̂

=
. �A6�

By adding Eqs. �A5� and �A6� we arrive at the result

�N̄�E�

�t̂−1
= 0; �A7�

i.e., N̄�E� is stationary with respect to the effective inverse
cluster t matrix.

Now let us consider the variation of N̄�E� with respect to

the effective structure constant corrections �Ĝ�Kn�. Using
the same argument as that given in Eq. �A5� we get

��N̄1�

�Ĝ�Kn�
= +

1

�Nc
Im trI trL	̂

=
. �A8�

Also,

��N̄2�

�Ĝ�Kn�
= −

1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� trI trL�	=�

�

�Ĝ�Kn�
�t=�

−1 − t̂
=

−1

+ �Ĝ
=

+ 	̂
=

− 	̂
=
�	

= −
1

�Nc
Im�

�

P� trI trL�	=��

= −
1

�Nc
Im trI trL	̂

=
, �A9�

where Eq. �4� has been used. Finally, by adding Eqs. �A8�
and �A9� we arrive at the result

�N̄�E�

�Ĝ�Kn�
= 0; �A10�

i.e., N̄�E� is stationary with respect to the effective structure
constant corrections in reciprocal space. The same is true in
real space from Eq. �4�.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF �N /��

We begin from the expression for the KKR-NLCPA Lloyd
formula, Eqs. �22� and �23�. Rewriting Eq. �23� in the form
of Eq. �A1�, let us introduce notation such that

�t̂
=

−1�LL�
I = �m̂

=
�LL�

I = m̂LL�
I ,

�t=�
−1�LL�

I = �m=��LL�
I = m�LL�

I .

As a generalization of the argument of Appendix B of Ref. 9,

N̄�E ,�� now depends on � only through the matrices m=�, m̂
=

,

�Ĝ
=

, and �G�Kn�. From the chain rule it follows that

�N̄

���
= �

LL�
�
Kn

 �N̄

�„�GLL��Kn�…

�„�GLL��Kn�…

���
�

+ �
LL�

�
IJ
 �N̄

�m̂LL�
I

�m̂LL�
I

���
+

�N̄

���ĜLL�
IJ �

���ĜLL�
IJ �

���

+ �
�

�N̄

�m�LL�
I

�m�LL�
I

��� � . �B1�

However, since N̄ is stationary with respect to both variations
in the effective t matrices and effective structure constant
corrections �see Appendix A�, only the final term in Eq. �B1�
remains—i.e.,

�N̄

���
= �

LL�
�

I
�
�

�N̄

�m�LL�
I

�m�LL�
I

���
. �B2�

Now by using the chain rule we have

�m�
I

���
=
 drI

�m�
I

�v��rI�
�v��rI�

���
�B3�

and so

�N̄

���
= �

LL�
�

I
�
�

�N̄

�m�LL�
I �
 drI

�m�LL�
I

�v��rI�
�v��rI�

���
	 . �B4�

Note that the variation of the single-site scattering matrices
with respect to arbitrary, not just spherically symmetric,
changes in the local potential at a site i is given by60

�m�LL�
i

�v��ri�
= − Z�,L�ri,E�Z�,L��ri,E� , �B5�

where Z�,L�ri ,E� is the regular solution of the Schrödinger
equation at energy E and � is the atomic species. Now using
the above relation, it is clear that

�m�LL�
I

�v��rI�
= − Z�,L�rI,E�Z�,L��rI,E� �B6�

for each cluster site I, where Z��rI ,E� has been defined in
Sec. II B.

Next, using the expression for N̄ given by the Lloyd for-
mula, Eq. �22�, and the relation ln�det A=�=trI trL�ln A=� where
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A= is a supermatrix in the cluster-site and angular momentum
index, we obtain

�N̄

�m�
I = −

1

�Nc
P� Im 	�

II �B7�

for each cluster site I. Inserting Eqs. �B6� and �B7� into Eq.
�B4� gives

�N̄

���
=

1

�Nc
�

I
�
LL�

�
�

P�
 drI
�v��rI�

���
Im Z�,L�rI,E�


	�LL�
II Z�,L��rI,E� . �B8�

This may be rewritten as

�N̄

���
=

1

�Nc
�

I
�
LL�

�
�

P�
 drI Im G�,LL��rI,rI,E�
�v��rI�

���
,

�B9�

where the impurity cluster Green’s function matrix elements
are defined by Eq. �16�. Equation �21� now becomes

�̄ = �N̄��,�� − 

−

�

dEN̄�E,�� +
1

Nc



−

�

d���
�

P� Im�
I

�
LL�



1

�



−

��
dE
 drI�G��rI,rI,E��LL�

�v��rI,���
���

. �B10�

Using the definition of the cluster component charge density
matrix elements given by Eq. �18�, Eq. �B10� can be rewrit-
ten as Eq. �24� given in Sec. II E.

APPENDIX C: ELECTRONIC GRAND POTENTIAL FROM
THE CHOSEN LOCAL POTENTIAL

It is straightforward to derive Eq. �29� from Eqs. �25� and
�26�. As an example consider the first term in Eq. �26�, which
corresponds to the fourth term in Eq. �29�—i.e.,

v�
�1��rI� = �

J

 drJ�

���rJ��
�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

. �C1�

Inserting into the final term of Eq. �25� gives

�̄�4� =
1

Nc



−

�

d���
�

P��
I,J


 drI�d���rI,���/d��� 
 drJ����rJ�,���

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
=

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I,J


 drI���rI,�� 
 drJ����rJ�,��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
− �̄�4�.

�C2�

Therefore

�̄�4� =
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I,J


 drI���rI,�� 
 drJ����rJ�,��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
,

�C3�

as seen in Eq. �29�. The remaining terms follow similarly.

APPENDIX D: ELECTRONIC GRAND
POTENTIAL—PROOF OF STATIONARITY

The aim is to show that ���−�N̄� /�(���rI�)=0 for each
cluster configuration � where rI is a point within any cluster
site I. First let us consider the variation of the kinetic part of
�. Now,

��T − �N̄�
����rI�

= T1 + T2, �D1�

where

T1 = − 

−

�

dE
�N̄�E,��
����rI�

�D2�

and

T2 = −
1

Nc
�
��

P���
J

 drJ�

�

����rI�
�����rJ��v���rJ��� .

�D3�

First consider T1. By using the chain rule and the notation
introduced in Appendix B we have

T1 = − 

−

�

dE�
��

�
LL�

�
J

 drJ�

�N̄

�m��LL�
J

�m��LL�
J

�v���rJ��

�v���rJ��

����rI�
.

�D4�

By using Eqs. �B6� and �B7� and the definition of the cluster
component charge density, Eq. �18�, we arrive at

T1 = +
1

Nc
�
��

P���
J

 drJ�����rJ��

�v���rJ��

����rI�
. �D5�

Now consider T2. Using the product rule we have
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T2 = −
1

Nc
�
��

P���
J

 drJ�


�����rJ��
�v���rJ��

����rI�
	� + v���rJ��

�����rJ��

����rI�
	 , �D6�

and so

T2 = −
1

Nc
�
��

P���
J

 drJ�����rJ��

�v���rJ��

����rI�
−

1

Nc
P�v��rI�

�D7�

using the properties of functional differentiation. By adding
T1 and T2 we get

��T − �N̄�
����rI�

= −
1

Nc
P�v��rI� �D8�

for r within any cluster site I.
Next, consider the variation of U, the remaining terms in

Eq. �29�. As an example consider Eq. �C3�, the fourth term of
�. We have

��̄�4�

����rI�
=

1

2

1

Nc
�
��

P���
J,K

� 
 drJ�����rJ��

�rJ� − rK� + RJK�

 drK�

�����rK� �

����rI�
�

+ � 
 drJ�
�����rJ��

����rI�


 drK�����rK� �

�rJ� − rK� + RJK� �
=

1

2

1

Nc
P���

J


 drJ����rJ��

�rJ� − rI + RJI�
� + ��

K


 drK����rK� �

�rI − rK� + RIK� �
=

1

Nc
P��

J

 drJ�

���rJ��
�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

= +
1

Nc
P�v�

�1��rI� , �D9�

i.e., the first term in Eq. �26�. The remaining terms follow
similarly, leading to

��U�
����rI�

= +
1

Nc
P�v��rI� �D10�

for r within any cluster site I. Finally, by adding Eqs. �D8�
and �D10�, we have proved that

��� − �N̄�
�„���rI�…

= 0 �D11�

for each cluster configuration � where rI is a point within
any cluster site I.

APPENDIX E: TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE

Due to the single-site translational invariance of the KKR-
NLCPA effective medium, every site in the cluster experi-

ences the same environment after averaging over all cluster
configurations. This means that, in practice, calculating the
total energy via Eq. �29� would amount to performing the
same calculation Nc times and then dividing by Nc. Clearly,
the total energy expression �29� can be simplified by remov-
ing the 1/Nc factor and the sum over the cluster site index I,
although the sum over J remains. In other words, although
cluster-restricted-average quantities are always dealt with, in
practice the potential matrix v��r� only needs to be consid-
ered with r restricted to lie within a general reference site
I—i.e., rI—in Eq. �29� when calculating the electronic grand
potential. Of course, it does not matter which site is chosen
to be site I since all sites are equivalent on the average. For
computational purposes Eq. �29� may therefore be rewritten
in the simplified form

� = �N̄��,�� − 

−

�

dEN̄�E,��

− �
�

P�
 drI���rI,��v��rI,��

+
1

2�
�

P��
J


 drI���rI� 
 drJ����rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

+ �
�

P��
J


 drI���rI�Z�
J

�rI + RIJ�

+
1

2�
�

P� �
n�C


 drI���rI� 
 drn��̄�rn��

�rI − rn� + RIn�

+ �
�

P� �
n�C


 drI���rI�Z̄n

�rI + RIn�

+ �
�

P�
 drI���rI�v�
xc����rI�� . �E1�

The Madelung contribution to the total energy per site, Eq.
�31�, becomes

EM =
1

2�
�

P��
J�I


 drI���rI��
 drJ����rJ�� − 2Z�
J�

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
.

�E2�

APPENDIX F: CHARGE SELF-CONSISTENCY
EXAMPLE—BINARY ALLOY WITH Nc=2

�i� Begin with an appropriate guess for the cluster poten-
tial matrices vAA�r�, vAB�r�, vBA�r�, and vBB�r�, where
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vAA�r� = vAA�rI� 0

0 vAA�rJ�
� ,

vAB�r� = vAB�rI� 0

0 vAB�rJ�
� ,

vBA�r� = vBA�rI� 0

0 vBA�rJ�
� ,

vBB�r� = vBB�rI� 0

0 vBB�rJ�
� .

An appropriate first guess could be to use the CPA potentials; e.g., for �=AB let vAB�rI�=vA�rI� and vAB�rJ�=vB�rJ�.
�ii� Determine the effective medium using the KKR-NLCPA and calculate the site-diagonal part of the impurity cluster

Green’s functions:

G=AA�r,r,E� = ZA�rI�	AA
II ZA�rI� − ZA�rI�JA�rI� 0

0 ZA�rJ�	AA
JJ ZA�rJ� − ZA�rJ�JA�rJ�

� ,

G=AB�r,r,E� = ZA�rI�	AB
II ZA�rI� − ZA�rI�JA�rI� 0

0 ZB�rJ�	AB
JJ ZB�rJ� − ZB�rJ�JB�rJ�

� ,

G=BA�r,r,E� = ZB�rI�	BA
II ZB�rI� − ZB�rI�JB�rI� 0

0 ZA�rJ�	BA
JJ ZA�rJ� − ZA�rJ�JA�rJ�

� ,

G=BB�r,r,E� = ZB�rI�	BB
II ZB�rI� − ZB�rI�JB�rI� 0

0 ZB�rJ�	BB
JJ ZB�rJ� − ZB�rJ�JB�rJ�

� .

�iii� Using the above, calculate the corresponding cluster
component charge densities:

�AA�r� = �AA�rI� 0

0 �AA�rJ�
� ,

�AB�r� = �AB�rI� 0

0 �AB�rJ�
� ,

�BA�r� = �BA�rI� 0

0 �BA�rJ�
� ,

�BB�r� = �BB�rI� 0

0 �BB�rJ�
� .

�iv� Reconstruct new cluster potentials. As an example,
for vAB�r� the matrix elements are given by

vAB�rI� =

 drI��AB�rI��

�rI − rI��
+

 drJ��AB�rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
+

ZAB
I

�rI�
+

ZAB
J

�rI + RIJ�

+ �
n�C


 drn�
�̄�rn��

�rI − rn� + RIn�
+ �

n�C

Z̄n

�rI + RIn�

+ vAB
xc
„�AB�rI�…

and

vAB�rJ� =

 drJ��AB�rJ��

�rJ − rJ��
+

 drI��AB�rI��

�rJ − rI� + RJI�
+

ZAB
J

�rJ�
+

ZAB
I

�rJ + RJI�

+ �
n�C


 drn�
�̄�rn��

�rJ − rn� + RJn�
+ �

n�C

Z̄n

�rJ + RJn�

+ vAB
xc
„�AB�rJ�… ,

where ZAB
I =ZA and ZAB

J =ZB. The remaining cluster potentials
follow by simply replacing AB with the appropriate cluster
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configuration � in the above formulas. The average charge
and nuclear densities are given by

�̄�rn�� = P�AA��AA�rI� + P�AB��AB�rI� + P�BA��BA�rI�

+ P�BB��BB�rI�

and

Z̄n = P�AA�ZAA
I + P�AB�ZAB

I + P�BA�ZBA
I + P�BB�ZBB

I

= P�A�ZA + P�B�ZB,

where any site I in the cluster may be chosen since all sites
are equivalent on average.

�v� Using the new cluster potentials vAA�r�, vAB�r�,
vBA�r�, and vBB�r�, begin again from step �i� until self-
consistency is achieved.

Finally note that in the above Nc=2 example the compu-
tational effort may be reduced since

vAA�rI� = vAA�rJ� ,

vAB�rI� = vBA�rJ� ,

vBA�rI� = vAB�rJ� ,

vBB�rI� = vBB�rJ� , �F1�

through the use of symmetry.

APPENDIX G: EVALUATION OF LOCAL POTENTIAL
AND ELECTRONIC GRAND POTENTIAL

First note that the first and second terms of Eq. �26� and
the fourth and fifth terms of Eq. �29� all only involve a finite
sum over cluster sites and so are straightforward to calculate.
The only terms which appear to be complex to calculate
compared to those in the conventional SCF-KKR-CPA
theory are those involving sums which are restricted to run
over all sites n outside of the cluster. However, here it is
shown how these terms can be calculated using standard
methods.

In order to calculate the third term of Eq. �26�, note that it
can be rewritten in the form

v�
�3��rI� = �

n�C


 drn��̄�rn��

�rI − rn� + RIn�

= �
m


 drm� �̄�rm� �

�rI − rm� + RIm�
− �

J


 drJ��̄�rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

= I1 − I2, �G1�

where m runs over all sites in the lattice and J is restricted to

run over all sites in the cluster only. To calculate I1, note that
�̄�rm� � is known from Eq. �27� and the sum is over all sites m
in the lattice. Therefore the standard Ewald decomposition61

can be employed to calculate this term. I2 may straightfor-
wardly be calculated as the sum

I2 = �
J


 drJ��̄�rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
= �

�

P��
J


 drJ����rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�
= �

�

P��I3� ,

�G2�

where each I3 is simply the �known� first term of Eq. �26� for
each configuration �. The calculation of the fourth term of
Eq. �26� follows analogously.

Similarly, in order to calculate the sixth term in Eq. �29�,
note that it can be rewritten in the form

��6� =
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

�
n�C


 drI���rI� 
 drn��̄�rn��

�rI − rn� + RIn�

=
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

�
m


 drI���rI� 
 drm� �̄�rm� �

�rI − rm� + RIm�

−
1

2

1

Nc
�
�

P��
I

�
J


 drI���rI� 
 drJ��̄�rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

= I4 − I5, �G3�

where again m runs over all sites in the lattice and J is
restricted to run over the cluster sites only. I4 above can thus
be calculated using the standard Ewald decomposition. I5 is a
finite sum over the cluster sites and so can be straightfor-
wardly calculated from its present form or, alternatively,
from

I5 = −
1

2

1

Nc
�
�,��

P�P���
I,J


 drI���rI� 
 drJ�����rJ��

�rI − rJ� + RIJ�

�G4�

by using Eq. �G2�. The calculation of the seventh term in Eq.
�29� follows analogously.
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